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Announcements

I HW 3 back today
I HW 4 due today
I Midterm Tuesday
I Guest lecture next Thursday in Cleveland L2

Midterm: Topics

I Graph Theory
I Strong and Weak Ties
I Signed networks and structural balance
I Game theory
I Braess’s paradox / traffic in networks
I Auctions
I Matching markets
I Network exchange

Be able to do problems like those on your homework and
answer short conceptual questions about these topics

Midterm: What You Don’t Need to Know

Web Search

Web search is hard! Some history:

I Information retrieval ca. 1960s
I Keyword search of curated collections (libraries, patents, etc.)
I “Inverted index”
I Challenges

I synonymy: two words, one meaning

I green onions vs. scallions

I polysemy: one word, two meanings

I Yosemite (Mac OS) vs. Yosemite (National Park)

I Try this: “window installation” vs. “install windows”

Web Search

The Web made a hard problem harder

I Huge diversity of documents
I E.g., millions of documents relevant to “Holyoke”

I MHC home, US News and World Report, Mount Holyoke
State Park, City of Holyoke, Pages about alums, etc.

How to find best or most authoritative documents?

I Link-analysis (late 1990s)

I Hubs and Authorities (Kleinberg)
I PageRank (Google)



Hubs and Authorities

E.g., query “newspaper”
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Figure 14.1: Counting in-links to pages for the query “newspapers.”

A List-Finding Technique. It’s possible to make deeper use of the network structure

than just counting in-links, and this brings us to the second part of the argument that links

are essential. Consider, as a typical example, the one-word query “newspapers.” Unlike

the query “Cornell,” there is not necessarily a single, intuitively “best” answer here; there

are a number of prominent newspapers on the Web, and an ideal answer would consist of a

list of the most prominent among them. With the query “Cornell,” we discussed collecting

a sample of pages relevant to the query and then let them vote using their links. What

happens if we try this for the query “newspapers”?

What you will typically observe, if you try this experiment, is that you get high scores for a

mix of prominent newspapers (i.e. the results you’d want) along with pages that are going to

receive a lot of in-links no matter what the query is — pages like Yahoo!, Facebook, Amazon,

and others. In other words, to make up a very simple hyperlink structure for purposes of

I first use text-based retrieval to get a set of relevant documents
I then use links among them to determine which are authoritative

Hubs and Authorities

Step 1: an inlink is a vote for a page
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are essential. Consider, as a typical example, the one-word query “newspapers.” Unlike

the query “Cornell,” there is not necessarily a single, intuitively “best” answer here; there

are a number of prominent newspapers on the Web, and an ideal answer would consist of a

list of the most prominent among them. With the query “Cornell,” we discussed collecting

a sample of pages relevant to the query and then let them vote using their links. What

happens if we try this for the query “newspapers”?

What you will typically observe, if you try this experiment, is that you get high scores for a

mix of prominent newspapers (i.e. the results you’d want) along with pages that are going to

receive a lot of in-links no matter what the query is — pages like Yahoo!, Facebook, Amazon,

and others. In other words, to make up a very simple hyperlink structure for purposes of

Hubs

Step 2: pages that link to more authoritative sites are better
information brokers (“hub score”)
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Figure 14.2: Finding good lists for the query “newspapers”: each page’s value as a list is
written as a number inside it.

this example, we’d see something like Figure 14.1: the unlabeled circles represent our sample

of pages relevant to the query “newspapers,” and among the four pages receiving the most

votes from them, two are newspapers (New York Times and USA Today) and two are not

(Yahoo! and Amazon). This example is designed to be small enough to try by hand; in

a real setting, of course there would be many plausible newspaper pages and many more

o↵-topic pages.

But votes are only a very simple kind of measure that we can get from the link structure

— there is much more to be discovered if we look more closely. To try getting more, we

ask a di↵erent question. In addition to the newspapers themselves, there is another kind of

useful answer to our query: pages that compile lists of resources relevant to the topic. Such

pages exist for most broad enough queries: for “newspapers,” they would correspond to lists

Authorities

Step 3: update authority scores as sum of hub scores from linking
pages
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Figure 14.3: Re-weighting votes for the query “newspapers”: each of the labeled page’s new
score is equal to the sum of the values of all lists that point to it.

of links to on-line newspapers; for “Cornell,” one can find many alumni who maintain pages

with links to the University, its hockey team, its Medical School, its Art Museum, and so

forth. If we could find good list pages for newspapers, we would have another approach to

the problem of finding the newspapers themselves.

In fact, the example in Figure 14.1 suggests a useful technique for finding good lists. We

notice that among the pages casting votes, a few of them in fact voted for many of the pages

that received a lot of votes. It would be natural, therefore, to suspect that these pages have

some sense where the good answers are, and to score them highly as lists. Concretely, we

could say that a page’s value as a list is equal to the sum of the votes received by all pages

that it voted for. Figure 14.2 shows the result of applying this rule to the pages casting votes

in our example.

Normalization

Problem: scores are getting very big. Let’s normalize them to sum
to one.
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Figure 14.4: Re-weighting votes after normalizing for the query “newspapers.”

Hub Update Rule: For each page p, update hub(p) to be the sum of the authority

scores of all pages that it points to.

Notice how a single application of the Authority Update Rule (starting from a setting in

which all scores are initially 1) is simply the original casting of votes by in-links. A single

application of the Authority Update Rule followed by a single application the Hub Update

Rule produces the results of the original list-finding technique. In general, the Principle of

Repeated Improvement says that to obtain better estimates, we should simply apply these

rules in alternating fashion, as follows.

• We start with all hub scores and all authority scores equal to 1.

• We choose a number of steps k.

Wash, Rinse, Repeat

If we repeat forever, this is what we get:
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Figure 14.5: Limiting hub and authority values for the query “newspapers.”

• We then perform a sequence of k hub-authority updates. Each update works as follows:

– First apply the Authority Update Rule to the current set of scores.

– Then apply the Hub Update Rule to the resulting set of scores.

• At the end, the hub and authority scores may involve numbers that are very large. But

we only care about their relative sizes, so we can normalize to make them smaller: we

divide down each authority score by the sum of all authority scores, and divide down

each hub score by the sum of all hub scores. (For example, Figure 14.4 shows the result

of normalizing the authority scores that we determined in Figure 14.3.)

What happens if we do this for larger and larger values of k? It turns out that the

normalized values actually converge to limits as k goes to infinity: in other words, the



Hubs and Authorities Algorithm

Assign initial hub and authority scores. For each page p:

I Set hub(p) = 1
I Set auth(p) = 1

Repeat for k steps

I Authority update: for each page p, update auth(p) to be the
sum of the hub scores of all pages that point to it

I Hub update: for each page p, update hub(p) to be the sum of
the authority scores of all pages that it points to

Normalize authority scores to sum to one

Hubs and Authorities Algorithm

It can be shown using linear algebra (eigenvectors/eigenvalues)
that this process converges to a unique answer as k goes to infinity:
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• We then perform a sequence of k hub-authority updates. Each update works as follows:

– First apply the Authority Update Rule to the current set of scores.

– Then apply the Hub Update Rule to the resulting set of scores.

• At the end, the hub and authority scores may involve numbers that are very large. But

we only care about their relative sizes, so we can normalize to make them smaller: we

divide down each authority score by the sum of all authority scores, and divide down

each hub score by the sum of all hub scores. (For example, Figure 14.4 shows the result

of normalizing the authority scores that we determined in Figure 14.3.)

What happens if we do this for larger and larger values of k? It turns out that the

normalized values actually converge to limits as k goes to infinity: in other words, the

PageRank

Another link analysis algorithm. Similar principles to Hubs and
Authorities, but several key differences:

I Runs on entire web
I Only one type of page
I Each page has a single vote that is divided equally among pages

it points to

Basic PageRank

Intution: “fluid” or “currency” passing from node to node in a
directed graph

Example on board

I Assign each node initial PageRank of 1/n, where n = # nodes
I Basic PageRank Update (repeat k times)

I Each page divides current PageRank value equally across
outgoing links and passes these shares to its neighbors.

I If a page has no outgoing links, it keeps its current PageRank
I New PageRank = sum of the shares it receives

Basic PageRank

Exercise: run one PageRank update from this configuration
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Figure 14.7: Equilibrium PageRank values for the network of eight Web pages from Fig-
ure 14.6.

Notice that the total PageRank in the network will remain constant as we apply these

steps: since each page takes its PageRank, divides it up, and passes it along links, PageRank

is never created nor destroyed, just moved around from one node to another. As a result,

we don’t need to do any normalizing of the numbers to prevent them from growing, the way

we had to with hub and authority scores.

As an example, let’s consider how this computation works on the collection of 8 Web

pages in Figure 14.6. All pages start out with a PageRank of 1/8, and their PageRank

values after the first two updates are given by the following table:

Step A B C D E F G H
1 1/2 1/16 1/16 1/16 1/16 1/16 1/16 1/8
2 3/16 1/4 1/4 1/32 1/32 1/32 1/32 1/16

For example, A gets a PageRank of 1/2 after the first update because it gets all of F ’s,

G’s, and H’s PageRank, and half each of D’s and E’s. On the other hand, B and C each

get half of A’s PageRank, so they only get 1/16 each in the first step. But once A acquires

a lot of PageRank, B and C benefit in the next step. This is in keeping with the principle of

repeated improvement: after the first update causes us to estimate that A is an important

page, we weigh its endorsement more highly in the next update.
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we don’t need to do any normalizing of the numbers to prevent them from growing, the way

we had to with hub and authority scores.

As an example, let’s consider how this computation works on the collection of 8 Web

pages in Figure 14.6. All pages start out with a PageRank of 1/8, and their PageRank

values after the first two updates are given by the following table:

Step A B C D E F G H
1 1/2 1/16 1/16 1/16 1/16 1/16 1/16 1/8
2 3/16 1/4 1/4 1/32 1/32 1/32 1/32 1/16

For example, A gets a PageRank of 1/2 after the first update because it gets all of F ’s,

G’s, and H’s PageRank, and half each of D’s and E’s. On the other hand, B and C each

get half of A’s PageRank, so they only get 1/16 each in the first step. But once A acquires

a lot of PageRank, B and C benefit in the next step. This is in keeping with the principle of

repeated improvement: after the first update causes us to estimate that A is an important

page, we weigh its endorsement more highly in the next update.

If you run PageRank long enough, it will converge to equilibrium
values, unless. . .



Problem for Basic PageRank

What happens if we keep applying PageRank updates in this
graph?
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Figure 14.8: The same collection of eight pages, but F and G have changed their links to
point to each other instead of to A. Without a smoothing e↵ect, all the PageRank would go
to F and G.

And it becomes a problem in almost any real network to which PageRank is applied: as

long as there are small sets of nodes that can be reached from the rest of the graph, but

have no paths back, then PageRank will build up there.1 Fortunately, there is a simple and

natural way to modify the definition of PageRank to get around this problem, and it follows

from the “fluid” intuition for PageRank. Specifically, if we think about the (admittedly

simplistic) question of why all the water on earth doesn’t inexorably run downhill and reside

exclusively at the lowest points, it’s because there’s a counter-balancing process at work:

water also evaporates and gets rained back down at higher elevations.

We can use this idea here. We pick a scaling factor s that should be strictly between 0

and 1. We then replace the Basic PageRank Update Rule with the following:

Scaled PageRank Update Rule: First apply the Basic PageRank Update Rule.

Then scale down all PageRank values by a factor of s. This means that the total

PageRank in the network has shrunk from 1 to s. We divide the residual 1 � s

units of PageRank equally over all nodes, giving (1� s)/n to each.

1If we think back to the bow-tie structure of the Web from Chapter 13, there is a way to describe the
problem in those terms as well: there are many “slow leaks” out of the giant SCC, and so in the limit, all
nodes in the giant SCC will get PageRank values of 0; instead, all the PageRank will end up in the set OUT
of downstream nodes.

Scaled PageRank

Example on board

I First apply Basic PageRank update
I Then shrink all values by a factor of s
I Now the total “currency” in the network is 1− s
I Distribute the remaining s equally among the nodes

Discussion

I Use of PageRank over the years
I Other applications of PageRank
I Manipulation


